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ABSTRACT  

Nowadays  seismic risk in archaeological sites is under close scrutiny. National and international institutions are in fact working on 
the development of guidelines and rules concerning the fruition, under safety conditions, of ancient and historical Architecture; 
moreover, the scientific community is working on establishing specific policies addressing conservation and restoration interventions 
in seismic risk areas. 
Hierapolis in Phrygia is one of the most important Roman cities in western Anatolia; indeed, the history of the city, founded in the 3rd 
century BC, has been characterized by destructive seismic events, which have also marked the main phases of its urban development. 
An important Italian Archaeological Mission is active here (under the direction of Politecnico di Torino until 2000, and now headed 
by prof. D’Andria from the University of Lecce). 
The Hierapolis area has been subjected to precise and in-depth studies concerning ancient seismology; the tectonic characters of the 
region have been displayed and, based on the comparison between ancient historical sources and the archaeological evidence, a 
catalogue of the most relevant in magnitude earthquakes has been compiled. [E. Altunel, P.L. Hancock, 1996; E. Altunel, 2000; 
Guidoboni et alii 1994, G.E Bean, 1980; T. Ritti, 1987; D’Andria 1987.] 
Recently, the cooperation between researchers from Politecnico and specialists in Archaeology  lead to developing a large scale 
(1:1000) archaeological site map, based on a topographical database. 
Jointly with this urban scale representation, numerous metric surveys at archaeological and architectural scale of the principal 
monuments of the city have been accomplished; some of them were expressly contrived in order  to point out to damage relative to 
ancient destructive earthquakes. The availability of this large set of data, different by nature, scale and accuracy, but concerning the 
same issue, allows for the opportunity to profit on the potential of mapping and on the analyses abilities of GIS tools, to compare 
information.  
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Hierapolis in Phrygia is an ancient city featuring multiple 
natures: contemporary with the excavation and the studies, 
the possible readings concerning the city have increased. The 
city features many firsts pertaining the extraordinary 
architectural and archaeological heritage, the environment  
and the current studies concerning the city and its historical 
wealth. (The urban area stretches over a travertine shelf; there 
is a sharp drop towards the plain below which is covered with 
white calcareous formations, produced by waters emerging 
from the central area of the city). 
Through extensive and thorough archaeological 
investigations, a meaningful result concerns the management 
of spatial data: Hierapolis is, in fact, the first ancient city to 
be provided with a high scale archaeological map (1:1000), 
developed in compliance with rules of mapping and based on 
a topographical database. Several aspects of the city 
representation are managed in GIS with 3D contents at a high 
territorial scale; since the city map is based on a multiscale 
spatial db, raising the scale to the scale of the buildings‘ 
description, is cause for an increase in the 3D contents. The 
digital map is now available through a printed Atlas 
composed of 53 sheets, where the archaeological issues, the 
terrain characters and the architectural composition of 
building coexist in a summary reading. 
The Politecnico of Torino surveying group has started the 
metric documentation activity about 12 years ago; what has 

been very interesting for us 1 was the extraordinary chance of 
being able to apply a huge amount of geomatic methods and 
techniques: 
o Acquisition, processing, representation, analyses and 

managing of metric and thematic data pertaining the 
territory where the city lies, the urban layout system and 
the buildings’ current arrangement which aids with the 
interpretation of original functions and composition. 

o The processing, collection and managing in the spatial 
information system is performed by assessing data 
accuracy level, both for raw and for processed data. 

o For the most part, on-site topographical and photogrammetric 
methods have been used, but satellite remote sensing has 
also been employed; in fact a large scale orthomap from 
Quickbird images with a detailed dem, extending to the 
urban and suburban area, has been processed in order to 
update the territorial elements of modern anthropization. 

o Among advanced photogrammetric applications some 
experiences of images orthoproiection, acquired by a non-
metrical film-based camera and through a restrained 
helium balloon have been achieved. 

o Close-range 2D and 3D models describing building shapes 
and conservation conditions have been based on 

                                                            

1  Some researchers have cooperated during several survey 
campaigns. Besides me they are principally F. Chiabrando and C. 
Bonfanti; less continuously M. Pellegrino. During each yearly 
summer campaigns small groups of students have been involved 
spending there the academic training period to enhance skills in 
survey experiences and in the reading of ancient Architecture.  



topographical-photogrammetric and LIDAR integrated 
techniques; specific projects monitoring the deformation of 
ruins have been adapted to use by topographical methods. 

o The terrain surfaces models production, even applied to 
architectural surfaces, pertaining horizontal or vertical 
buildings portions, have been investigated and performed 
(DTM, DEM, DDEM) 

o The top-most need to share information with specialists 
cooperating with the Italian expedition has always required 
us to continuously update the collected data, including its 
temporal specification. 

o The temporal dimension in an archaeological site 
topographical database, aside from the time of data origin, 
has to specify the time of validity of an information; in fact 
further discovering of data may change or void a previous 
assessment. Finally, the time dimension has to address the 
dating of archaeological evidences: usually a general 
archaeological plan shows synchronically a different 
temporal stratification of human deposits, in fact after 
general clarification of remains features diachronical 
representation becomes prominent, and it is defined as 
chronological phases maps. (for the Hierapolis site, four 
phase maps have been released with the Atlas. 

 
 
2. REQUIRED CONTENTS OF MAP AND RESEARCH 

AIMS 
 
Such imposing activity of multiscale spatial data collection 
and managing, developed during the evolution of excavation 
and urban system interpretation, is able to offer now a 
meaningful collection of data comparison and analyses. 
Therefore, urban representations are better equipped to show 
those aspects stressing different points of view of the human 
settlement and its evolution. It’s surely not a fortuitous case 
that most of them are connected with natural phenomena or 
events bound to the territorial features where the city 
developed 
The foundation of Hierapolis dates back the Hellenistic 
period (III sec. b.C); the city rose around the Plutonium, an 
underground cave from which poisonous gases are released; 
in this area, the Apollo sanctuary had been established and 
recently most geological investigations and geophysical 
surveys have been focused to clarify underground 
characteristics. 
After a devastating earthquake in 60 AD, there was an intense 
period of monument building which led to the expansion of 
Hierapolis (Middle and Late Imperial age). Among many 
public buildings, several constructions are connected with 
water availability; two monumental Baths, one located in the 
city centre and a second one in the northern area of the city 
constitute former ruins discovered by travellers and scholars 
during the XVIII and XIX sec. Another thermal complex has 
been recently excavated. An important type of public 
building connected to water were nymphea; this very well 
used monumental spring in fact had the role to ornate the city 
by providing water for different uses. 
Another important building phase of the city again followed 
an earthquake in the middle of the 4th century AD, and led to 
the development of Hierapolis in the Early Byzantine period; 
many churches were built and a new main sacred area 
became the Martyrium of St. Philip, built on the Apostle’s 
tomb in the north-eastern outskirts of the city. 
Experts go on relating that after a further earthquake in the 
middle of the 7th century AD, that destroyed the city walls 
and a lot of buildings, the city went into decline. 
Moreover, since Medieval times the calcareous water of the 
springs existing in the central sector of Hierapolis was 
transported in all the urban area through a lot of canals, that 

characterized the landscape of the late centuries of the city 
(the decline of the city and the population decrease cause the 
exploitation of several urban areas as parcels devoted to 
agricultural uses, by the means of the canals shaped by the 
calcareous deposit.) .2 
Eathquakes, thermal water sources and calcareous channels 
and formations are typical and prominent natural occurrences 
influencing the city life; the next interesting challenge is the 
drafting of aimed thematic maps, focusing on these themes. 
(Fig. 1). Then, the purpose is the realization of more in-depth 
comparisons among data and renewed processing performing 
analyses by the means of GIS tools in order to unearth new 
information which can aid with the data sharing among 
different research sectors. 
We have never programmed specific survey campaigns 
aimed to inquire seismic events traces, simply having 
surveyed several architectural complexes we have had at our 
disposal and uncovering some information about the damage 
which affected the constructions.  
In this paper a proposal of data managing by means of GIS 
tools and specific analyses allows to obtain a collection of 
information pertaining earthquakes damage using data 
acquired from different methods, featured by different 
thematic or metric accuracy, providing a rich general view of 
differently located traces. 
 
 

3. SOME NOTES ON SEISMICITY STUDIES 
 
Traumatic events such as earthquakes affect territory and the 
progress of human activities; Hierapolis has suffered 
catastrophic seismic events, since it is located in an area 
featuring a very high level of seismic risk.  
It’s well known that the whole Western Turkey is a region 
with high seismic risk; some years ago, when we were 
attending to the rigourous georeferencing process of the city 
map, we had trouble in reaching geodetic information about 
vertices. General Command of Mapping had measured a new 
geodetic network in the period 1997-1999, but the 
devastating earthquakes of Izmit (17/08/1999) and of Duzce 
(12/11/1999) partially distorted the established network and 
they performed a renewed geodetic network in 2002-2003. 
[GCM, 2003]. Interseismic deformation is monitored by 
permanent geodetic activities; the figure 2, disseminated by 
the GCM, shows a representation of velocity field in Turkey. 
The area of Hierapolis has been studied under the archeo-
seismisity point of view; experts in this discipline could base 
their researches on information derived by archaeological 
confirmations and by documentary sources, mostly related by 
epigraphists; their contributions enriched and confirmed other 
sourced information. Altunel and Hancock explain the 
existence of two main active graben (i.e a tectonic fault) in 
the Meandro Valley, which constitute the terminal portion of 
the huge fault of the Aegean sea. After an accurate survey in 
the Hierapolis area, Altunel published an updated 
earthquakes catalogue [Altunel 2000], and some schematic 
representations concerning on-site collected seismic traces, 
underlining the presence of a fault crossing the urban area 
from North–West to South-East. (Fig 3)  

                                                            

2  Scientific literature on Hierapolitan studies is very extensive; 
most important summary readings are reported by main experts in 
archaeological, epigraphical, history of Architecture studies: P. 
Verzone, D. D. Ferrero, F. D’Andria, T. Ritti, P. Arthur. Recently a 
summarize report of city phases has been related by G. Scardozzi. 
(Recent printed volumes relate accurate bibliographical references. 
F. D’Andria, P. Caggia (eds) 2007, F. D’Andria et alii (eds), 2008) 



 
 

Figure 1. (a) Limestone white concretions wrapping the ruins of the Mediaeval fortress. (b) Damage on the mighty blocks masonry 
and on the vaults of the suburban Bath. (c) Regulated sliding water produced elevated stream channels inside the urban area and in 
suburban surroundings. 
 
Actually he identifies two main types of seismic damages on 
the terrain and buildings: the first consists in superficial fault 
breaking travertine canals, walls, door-sills of buildings or 
pertaining the city walls, and finally affecting the terrain. 
Moreover, the second type of injuries interests elevated 
masonry and vaults, which have been subjected to a rotation 
due to the earthquake shake. He refers the most meaningful 
traces observed on site by means of photographs. 
The proposal of locating seismic traces in the updated digital 
map of Hierapolis, about ten years after Altunel’s survey,  is 
being carried out following his scheme. This contents 
objective is aimed to compare a significant portion of what he 
observed in comparison with earlier mapped finds; if the map 
contents ensue Altunel topics, the instrument of data 
managing is hugely updated. Thank to GIS tools and analyses 
we’ll be able to connect in a singular digital space very 
different data, for format, origin, quality and updating. 
 
 
4. DATA COLLECTION FOR A NEW EARTHQUAKE 
TRACES  MAP 
 
4.1. Travertine trenches. 

The travertine trenches are particularly useful indicators of 
eathquake damage. Especially in the portion located in the 
central urban area, they constitute a branching network that 
has been broken in several points by earthquakes. 
Fortunately, in the near past, they have been object of great 
attention because they are present traces which yield 
information on how irrigated water was regulated within the 
city walls; for this reason they have been surveyed and 
subjected to water sliding analysis.3 
A detailed DEM extending to the urban area and 
surroundings was provided to support  many different uses, 
one of the primary aims was the orthoprojection process of a 
Quickbird  scene. After the orthophotomap process, the 
detailed dem was employed for representation aims and for 
sliding water analysis. (Fig. 4) The model was created by 
using different pieces of data: adding to a rather poor terrain 
data collection, the larger part of altimetric information and 
the documentation of natural environment was provided by 
means of a traditional sheet map, produced by a photogrammetric 
flight pre-dating most excavations (late 1960s).  

                                                            

3 The regulated waters by stream channels have the important 
role to aid the interpretation of the inhabitants’ living customs 
and the decreasing population during the Christian phases. 

 

Figure 2. Horizontal velocity field of Turkey and surrounding 
regions in a Eurasia-fixed frame. 
 

 

 Figure 3. Detailed schematic representation  of seismic 
traces surveyed on site. (b) a general scheme of reciprocal 
location of main bluildings with the emphasized positioning 
of crossing fault. (Altunel 2000). 
 
Then, the surface model pertaining the city was used to 
derive a flow direction raster map, which identifies the down-
slope direction for each cell. The algorithm, after choosing 
the direction of the steepest drop, assigning a code to the cells 
selected from a set of values, identifying one of the possible 
eight direction near each cell (1 for East, 2 for South -East, 4 
for South, 8 for South-West, and so on rounding 16, 32, 64, 
128, 255). The next Flow accumulation identifies how much 
surface flow accumulates in each cell; cells with high 
accumulation values are usually streams or river channels. 



 

 

The previsional flow accumulations don’t match with the 
settlement of stream channels in the urban area of Hierapolis, 
thus they exploit the terrain slope but they are also the result 
of human intention. (in the surroundings some previsional 
flows match better the surveyed channels). (Fig.6) 
Such hydrological analysis demonstrated that the travertine 
stream channels in Hierapolis had to be surveyed by the means 
of an on site method; indeed the satellite orthomap was used to 
follow the stream channels, whose directions have been 
surveyed by a real time cinematic GPS technique. (Fig. 5) 
 
4.2. Close range surveys on buildings. 
 
The close-range surveys applied to buildings or on their 
portions have been primarly performed to enhance the 
reading of architectural characters of constructions and in 
order to document the preservation conditions. 
The description of applied surveys has been presented in other 
reports, but in this paper it’s just significant to refer the use of 
photogrammetrical and topographical integrated techniques; the 
elaborations have exploited interpolation algorithms for the 
extracting of surface models starting from  discontinuous raw 
data. The corresponding final representation is raster_vector 
featured, for both vertical elements (masonries) and horizontal 
structures (floors, and paved surfaces). (Fig. 7) 
 
4.3. Documentary materials 
 
There is a lot of documentation material, especially derived 
from the archaeological excavations archive, that provide 
information concerning structures which are no longer 
visible. For example some complete masonries or building 
facades have collapsed due to an earthquake and they haven’t 
been immediately rebuilt. Calcareous water deposits (more 
than 2 m. in a number areas) sealed several contexts, brought 
to us extremely important information about the effects of 
earthquakes. (Fig. 8) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. (right) Orthomap, superimposed to vector map, has been used as a annotation base for trenches survey. 
 
Figure 6. (1) Flow direction raster map, which identifies the down-slope direction for each cell. (2) Flow accumulation; the cells with 
high accumulation values are usually stream or river channels. (3) The previsional flow accumulation don’t match with the settlement 
of stream channels in the urban area of Hierapolis, thus they come with the terrain slope but they are also an aftermath of a human 
intention. (in the surroundings some flows match better with the surveyed channels and especially with ancient river beds – a,b). 
 

Figure 4 . 
Generalized 
datasets of db 
based 
archaeological 
map 
superimposed on 
high accuracy 
DEM (shaded 
visualization; 
cellsize 1m). 
(Map processing: 
A. Spanò, C. 
Bonfanti, F. 
Chiabrando – 
Politecnico di 
Torino) 



Figure 7. Representation of preservation conditions of a opus 
sectile floor by DEM, orthophoto and contours. (Insula 104) 
 

 
 
Figure 8. An example of no longer visible traces: the collapse 
of monumental latrina as shown after excavation, and the 
latrina after restoration. (D’Andria 2003) 
 
 
5. CLASSIFICATION; ATTRIBUTES AND 
REPRESENTATION OF EARTHQUAKES TRACES. 
 
Based on the earthquake traces pointed by Altunel, an 
earthquake traces theme has been created inside the urban 
scale database. Linear elements representing fractures, 
prevailing direction of sinking floors and directions of 
rotation of vertical constructive elements have been 
organized in feature classes. 
The classification is projected as follows: 
Theme: seismic traces 

Classes: primary fault:  (spatial feature : line) 
(this class include db features with a low positional 
accuracy; they represent in a thematic manner the general 
trend of more specific fractures. The course is resumed 
from the Altunel scheme) 

Fractures: (spatial feature : line) 
Attributes: georefer. type value: topograp. surv. 

    documentary source 
  location  value: on trenches 

               on sill 
               on terrain 
  Width  numeric value 
  Depth  numeric value 
  Direction  numeric value 
 Perpendicular level difference Boolean 

Masonry rotation: (spatial feature : line) 
Attributes: georefer. type value: topograp.  

    documentary source 
  location  value: of wall 

               of pillar 
               of column 
  rotation from vertical    numeric value 
  difference from plomb line  num. value 
  heigh of masonry        numeric value 

Sinking floor:  (spatial feature : line) 
Attributes: georefer. type value: topograp.  

    documentary source 
  location  value: road paving 

               inside buildings flooring 
  level difference     numeric value 

 
This classification seeks to include earthquake traces which 
concern the urban area or, even if located on buildings, 
represent a synthetic sign to be read at the urban scale. 
Obviously there are many buildings or monumental areas that 
present very many signs of damage, especially in elevated 
structures. They are traces which concern architectural 
elements or materials, to be surely read at the architectural or 
digging scale. In a perspective view these signs will be added 
to a more detailed portion of the multiscale GIS. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. An example of a nadiral photogram referenced by 
control points, in order to locate a vector element 

representing a fracture on a travertine trenche. 
 

5.1. Extraction of directions vectors. 
 
The strategy for extracting the highest slope direction of 
vertical masonries and the trend of sinking has again 
employed the analyses abilities of raster surface models, 
usually available in GIS software. 
The flow direction algorithm calculates a raster from each 
cell to its steepest downslope neighbour; if a cell is lower 
than its eight neighbours, that cell is given the value of its 
lowest neighbour, and flow is defined toward this cell. 
Raster flow direction provides the steepest slope locally, 
while the flow accumulation raster tool determines prevailing 
directions by accumulating the weight for all cells that flow 
into each downslope cell. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Dem and flow accumulation raster model 
performed on a wall. (Central Bath in Hierapolis). 



In the example of figure 10-11, performed on a inclined wall 
of an excavated hall in the Central Bath of Hierapolis, we can 
determine the highest rotation from vertical, which represents 
the difference from plumb line, tracing a perpendicular line to 
the horizontal signs showing flow accumulation. 
 

 
Figure 11. Elaboration of a cross section of the wall. 

 
 
6. PERSPECTIVES 
 
From the point of view of earthquake damage in the 
Hierapolis archaeological site, this project has just started and 
it’s likely that a general view summarizing earthquake traces 
could be helpful for other specialists devoting their efforts 
and studies to this theme. 
It should be noted that nowadays, almost all over the world, 
government and public administrations are working on an 
accelerated valorisation of  the archaeological heritage and 
there is considerable pressure towards anastylosis 
reconstruction of ancient ruins. Mapping faults and effects of 
ancient earthquakes can aid to plan and design 
reconstructions with an higher level of safety. 
From the point of view of mapping and its management 
through  information system, it’s surely more desirable to 
perform  further analyses starting from processed metric data 
in the proper formats.  Even in the contexts of the ancient 
earthquake issue, GIS tools for data comparing, archiving and 
representation, adding to the analysis abilities are able to 
provide new precious information. 
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Figure 12 - An excerpt of Hierapolis digital map extended to 
the urban area with the new fault signs. 
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